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Tauopathic patients have significant cognitive decline accompa

nied by irreversible and severe brain atrophy, and it is thought 

that neuronal dysfunction occurs years before diagnosis. Cur

rent diagnostic tools are ineffective at detecting robust pre

pathological changes in the brain. We developed a manganese

based imaging technique to perform quantitative measurement 

of broad neuronal dysfunction. We used MEMRI (manganese

enhanced magnetic resonance imaging) coupled with R1

mapping to measure the extent of neuronal dysfunction that 

occurs before the appearance of cognitive deficits and tau pa

thology that are characteristic of the rTg4510 tau model.  

Methods: We used MEMRI to reveal alterations in distribution 

of manganese in rTg4510 mice tau transgenic mice in a longitu

dinal time course: 2 months (no pathology/no cognitive defi

cits), 3 months (pretangle pathology, detectable but not

significant cognitive decline), and 10 months (overt tangle pa

thology and significant cognitive impairment). We measured 

and compared MEMRI changes in the superior cortex and differ

ent subregions of the hippocampus of rTg4510 and non trans

genic mice.  

Results: We show that at 3mo, rTg4510 mice have dramatic 

changes in MEMRI patterns (significantly increased ΔR1 values) 

compared to the nontransgenic mice; these MEMRI signatures 

are further pronounced at 4 and 6 months. The magnitude of 

change in the rTg4510 mice was different in the cortical and 

hippocampal ROIs. However, no significant changes were ob

served in the nontransgenic mice.  

Conclusions: This study establishes early detectable calcium

based neuronal dysfunction of tau pathogenesis in one of the 

most commonly used tau transgenic models. These results con

firm that prepathological mechanisms can be identified much 

sooner than expected, and it will be crucial to focus on earlier 

time points to identify pathogenic events. In addition, our find

ings will help frame an effective therapeutic window for future 

studies using diseasemodifying compounds. 
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